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NOONAN’S SYNDROME IN ASSOCIATION WITH ACUTE LEUKEMIA
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Noonan’s syndrome ( N S ) is a syndrome with multiple congenital anomalies, characterized by
craniofaciul anomalies, congenital heart disease, skeletal and genital abnormalities, and mild
mental retardation. Chromosomal abnormalities have been found in only a few cases. The
combination of NS and acute leukemia has been reported in only three cases. Two additional
cases are described here.
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Noonan’s syndrome (NS) is a syndrome with multiple congenital
anomalies. It is also one of the most common malformation conditions in
humans, with an estimated incidence of 1 in 1,000 to 2,500 live births [ 1,
21. T h e syndrome is characterized by craniofacial anomalies, including
ptosis, hypertelorism and epicanthus, an anti-mongoloid slant of palpebra1 fissures, low-set, posteriorly angulated ears, a deeply grooved philtrum with high, wide peaks of the vermillion border of the upper lip, a
high arched palate, and micrognathia. In addition to these features the
syndrome is often accompanied by congenital heart disease (pulmonary
valve stenosis), skeletal abnormalities (short stature and a short, webbed
neck and thorax abnormalities), genital malformations, and mild mental
retardation [ 11.
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T h e expression of NS varies strongly and it may be difficult to recognize in mildly affected individuals. NS also has a changing phenotype
with age [2]. These factors can lead to an underestimation of its incidence. Phenotypically this syndrome is associated with Turner’s syndrome, but in contrast to the 45,XO chromosomal abnormality in Turner’s syndrome, there has seldom been found a chromosomal anomaly in
NS patients. An autosomal inheritence of NS has been suggested, but
convincing evidence is still lacking [ 1 , 4 , 51. In view of the variability and
frequency of NS, genetic heterogeneity must be considered [ 11.
In the outpatient department we were confronted with two patients
with the Noonan phenotype suffering from acute leukemia. A possible
association of NS with malignant manifestations has been described in
only a few reports. NS has been reported in combination with three cases
of acute lymphatic leukemia (ALL) [5, 61, with one case of malignant
schwannoma [7], and with one case of acute promyelocytic leukemia and
congenital hypoplastic anemia [8]. In this paper we describe two cases of
NS associated with acute leukemia.
CASE REPORTS

Case 1

A 9-year-old boy was admitted to the outpatient department of the
Academic Hospital Nymegen with complaints of weakness, weight loss,
swollen eyelids, and hematomas. He was very pale and splenomegaly was
found. Further investigation of his complaints revealed an acute myeloid
leukemia (AML). Examination showed a boy too small for his age (less
than the 3rd percentile) with an atypical facial expression: a flat, round
face, a small jaw, and a partly double toothline. His mother was mentally
retarded and a 3-year-old older brother was also too small for age. The
phenotypic characteristics and the family history made it plausible that
the boy suffered from an underlying inherited syndrome. This was further investigated during the clinical therapy for his AML. N o chromosomal abnormalities were found. In cooperation with the Clinical Genetics Department, it was concluded that the boy had NS, despite the
absence of cardiac abnormalities. Accompanying features and symptoms
of NS were not found in the mother or brother, but a mild affection with
different expression could not be excluded. Complete remission of the
AML was achieved after chemotherapy (Dutch Childhood Leukemia
Study Group, acute nonlymphocytic leukemia [ANLL] 87).
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Case 2

A girl born after a full-term pregnancy by cesarean section, because
of cephalopelvic disproportion, was kept in the outpatient department of
the Academic Medical Center in Amsterdam because of a persisting
hepatosplenomegaly, feeding problems, a slow gain in weight and length,
and preleukemic blood parameters (hemoglobin 5.8 mmol/L, reticulocytes 43/1,000, total white cell count 40.6 X 109/L, platelets 137 x 10g/L).
She had some typical dysmorphic features, including microcephaly (less
than the 3rd percentile), low implantation of the hair, a short, webbed
neck, hypertelorism, a small nose, a slight anti-mongoloid slant of the
palpebral fissures, a malformed palate, and dysplastic ears with posterior
angulation (Figure 1). Her extremities were relatively short. Ultrasound
examination of the heart revealed a pulmonary artery stenosis. There
was also a partial deficiency of coagulation factor XI1 (44%).T h e girl was
diagnosed with NS based on the particular phenotype in combination
with the pulmonary stenosis and the normal chromosomal pattern. At
the age of 10 months she became more pale, and had petechiae and
spontaneous mucous membrane bleedings. Laboratory findings showed
anemia, thrombocytopenia, and leukocytosis. Bone marrow examination
confirmed the diagnosis of ALL with a blast count of 83%. Therapy was
started and complete remission was established. On consultation in the
outpatient department the girl showed episodes of both increased white
blood cells and a low platelet count. Bone marrow aspiration at that time
showed no evidence of leukemia. She remains in her first complete remission (3 years 8 months).
DISCUSS1
0N

Noonan’s syndrome is associated with several other diseases, including neurofibromatosis type 1 [9, 101, Watson syndrome [lo], leopard
syndrome [ 111, and in a single case DiGeorge syndrome [ 121. In only
three cases has NS-associated ALL been described [5, 61. T h e genetic
association of these entities and NS has not yet been proven. Wilson et al.
[ 121 found a monosomy 22q 1 1 in a person with both NS and DiGeorge
syndrome. It was hypothesized that the genetic source of NA might be
found on chromosome 22. Chery et al. [3] reported a balanced reciprocal
autosomal translocation between chromosome 3 and chromosome 22,
and suggested that chromosome 22 could be a candidate for the localization of NS. This was based on the involvement of this chromosome in
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Figure 1. Case 2 at age 4 years. Note the microcephaly, hypertelorism, small nose, and antimongoloid slant of the palpebral fissures.

NS and the cardio-facio-cutaneous syndrome, together with the possibility that these syndromes may be one single entity [ 131.
T h e three patients with both NS and ALL had a normal karyotype.
T h e incidence of malignant diseases in children with NS is unknown [ 6 ] .
In our opinion, with reference to our cases and the available literature, it
is difficult at the present time to prove or refute predisposition for leukemia in NS. It is known and accepted that in other more obvious and
typical syndromes genetic aspects play an important role in the etiology
of childhood leukemia. Neurofibromatosis, Down’s syndrome, Fanconi’s
syndrome, Bloom syndrome, and ataxia telangiectasia are obvious identifiable syndromes with a predisposition for leukemic manifestations [ 141.
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The fact that chromosome 22 has been reported to be involved in one
case of NS, and in acute leukemia [15] can lead to speculation that there
may be a connection between the two related to abnormalities on the
chromosome. There have not been any studies on this correlation yet,
probably because of the low incidence of the combination of NS and
acute leukemia. A thorough examination in cooperation with the clinical
genetics department, as well as further evaluation of the parents and
siblings seems worthwhile to facilitate the detection and to establish a
complete diagnostic result. A study of the occurrence of NS characteristics in new leukemia patients might reveal a higher incidence of this
combination.
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